Abstract. AVATAR is a real-time extension of SysML supported by the TTool open-source toolkit. So far, formal verification of AVATAR models has relied on reachability techniques that face a state explosion problem. The paper explores a new avenue: applying structural analysis to AVATAR models, so as to identify mutual exclusion situations. In practice, TTool translates a subset of an AVATAR model into a Petri net and solves an equation system built upon the incidence matrix of the net. TTool implements a push-button approach and displays verification results at the AVATAR model level. The approach is not restricted to AVATAR and may be adapted to other UML profiles.
Introduction
UML and SysML tools that implement formal verification of real-time systems models commonly reuse reachability analysis techniques and therefore face the state explosion problem [1] . Examples include Artisan Studio [2] , SysML Companion [3] , OMEGA SysML [4] , TOPCASED [5] , and TTool [6] . The latest release of TTool, which is addressed in the paper, contrasts with the aforementioned tools by the static analysis it implements for AVATAR, a real-time systems modeling language based on SysML. The paper indeed investigates static analysis of AVATAR models and even focuses discussion on proving mutual exclusion, for instance of shared resources.
The paper reuses the "invariant search" technique originally developed for Petri nets. Unlike papers that propose to write invariants and to check the model against them, the paper generates invariants from the model. In practice, TTool translates an AVATAR model into a Petri net and solves an equation system built upon the incidence matrix of the net. Then, TTool displays verification results at the AVATAR model level. Also, usual questions regarding states in mutual exclusion are asked at the AVATAR model level, not at the Petri net level, and mutual exclusions results are directly given at the AVATAR model level.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the AVATAR modeling language and the TTool tool. Section 3 reminds the principles of invariant search from a Petri net. Section 4 details how mutual exclusion situations can be detected on AVATAR models. Section 5 presents a case study. Section 6 surveys related work. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Avatar: A SysML Environment

AVATAR Diagrams and Method
The AVATAR language reuses all SysML diagrams, excepted the package diagram. In the early stages of the method associated with AVATAR, a requirement diagram organizes captured requirements in a tree-like structure that shows their attributes, their interrelations and their connections with other elements of the model.
A text diagram lists the modeling assumptions that apply to the system's environment and to the system itself. Incremental modeling starts with strong assumptions that are progressively lowered.
As far as the AVATAR model is built up following an incremental approach, part of the limitations associated with the original modeling assumptions will progressively be removed from the list.
Analysis is use-case driven. A use-case diagram identifies the main functions or services the system offers in relation with external actors. Scenarios (sequence diagrams) and flowcharts (activity diagrams) document the use-cases. Sequence diagrams handle synchronous/asynchronous communications, absolute dates and time intervals. Activity diagrams depict basic actions, tests and loops.
An AVATAR design captures both architectural and behavioral matters [7, 8, 9] . First, a block instance diagram depicts the architecture of the system as a set of communicating block instances defined by their attributes, methods, and input/output ports. Each block instance has a behavior defined in terms of a finite state machine that supports most SysML state machine elements: input and output signals, variables, timers, time intervals on transitions, enabling conditions and composite states. Examples of non supported elements are history in composite states, and fork/join pseudo states.
The block instance diagram and its associated state machine diagrams have a formal semantics expressed by translation to timed automata for safety proofs, and to pi-calculus processes for security proofs. Design diagrams may be simulated and formally verified from TTool.
TTool
The AVATAR language is wholly supported by the open software tool TTool [6] developed for Linux, Windows and MacOS. The default installation of TTool comes with a diagram editor and a simulator. TTool implements gateways towards three tools that are developed by other laboratories : UPPAAL for the
